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Title: Some Interrelationships Between a Community Work and

Training Program and Selected Indices of Family Functioning.
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Frank F. Miles. Chairman

Wilma Morrison

This was an exploratory study of some of the relationships be-

tween a Community Work and Training Program and the family

functioning of certain participants in that program. The CWT pro-

jects studied were those operated by the PublicWelfare Departments

of Clackamas and Marion Counties , Oregon during the three -year

span between January 1, 1965 and December 31 , 1967.
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Participants' name s we re randomly selected from the records

of the two welfare offices and the respondents interviewed du r.ing the

summer of 1-968. A questionnaire was developed which consisted of

twenty primarily open-ended questions and this was administered to

a total of sixty couples. The questions focused on changesin paren

tal, child, financial , marital and social functioning which occurred

during the time thehusband participated in the work training project.

To identify these changes a list was drawn up of fourteen indices of

family functioningand these indices were later categorized under

two general headin~s， external and internal to the family.

The basic hypothesis was that the CWT Program contributed

to positive family functioning , This was expanded into a guiding

hypothesis which stated that family functioning is i m.proved through

participation in the CWT Program and that this improvement is as

sociated with the program, work itself and the social work services

provided by the welfare departments. To determine the validity of

these hypotheses a number of null hypotheses were then advanced

and tested.

The findings of the study were as follows. Internal family

functioning was improved during participation on CWT and this im ‘

provement affected the total family unit. External functioning , how

ever, deteriorated and this was attributed to the reduced income

re suIting from the familie s ’ dependence for support upon Public
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Welfare. The improved internal functioning was associated with the

social work services provided and with the work itself. This im

provement was evident despite the reported failure of the program to

meet the two most important expectations of the participants , namely

material benefits and vocational training.

The most important limitations noted in the research were two.

The first was the lapse of time which occurred between the inter

views and the period when many of the participants actually worked

on the program. Inevitably, such lapse of time had some effect on

re spondents ’ recall. Second in importance in considering the pos

sible application of the finding s was the fact that some 15. 58% of the

respondents from Marion County were Spanish-Americans. This

minority group would conceivably not be representative of another

area.

Among the program I s negative features mentioned by partici

pants were the lack of choice available in job as signment and the in

adequate compensation for performance on the job. Despite these ,

however , the overall conclusion reached by the research group was

that participants in the CWT projects saw the program as beneficial

in helping to maintain family life.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Thi s is the report of a study of some effects of a work relief

program on the family functioning of sixty families in Clackamas and

Marion Countie$ , Oregon. The principal objectives were: (1) to

assess the impact of the work project on families , (2) to study fac-

tors associated with changes in family functioning , and (3) to

evaluate the importance of providing casework services to the parti

cipants and their families.

Community Work and Training was the title given by the

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 to the particular work relief pro

gram which was the subject of this study. The feature of Community

"Work and Training which made it a work relief program was the re

quirement that the able bodied participate in a work as signment in

order to be eligible for public assistance. This work requirement

has been an integral part of public welfare philosophy and, as such,

reflects the value placed upon work by the society at large T This

value is summarized in the preface to Man in a World at Work:

(5, p. xi)
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Work is the social act around which each of us organizes
much of his daily waking experience and, hopefully, estab
lishes ameaningful and rewarding life routine. One has but
to witness the lives of men without work, or of men who lack
edifying work - alienated, thwarted, and cut off from the
fulfillment of the most human of sentiments , a sense of use
fulness and purpose - to recognize the validity of the com
monly voiceddoctrine that work is , indeed, away of life.

Work" however , has not always been so highly valued and the

stages through which this concept of work developed are part of the

history and philosophy of present-day work relie f.

1. THE WORK CONCEPT FROM ANCIENT TO MODERN TIMES

In classical Greece and Rome work was seen as a curse.

Wrenn (33 , p. 25) reminds us that the Greeks used the same root

word for both work and sorrow and thus reflected thei r belief that

the gods condemned man to work out of hatred for him. In both

Greece and Rome slavery as an institution developed to relieve citi-

zens of this curse of work. Ancient Hebrews saw it as "dismal

drudgery" man was obliged to suffer as punishment for original sin.

(31 , p. 126) Even early Christianity seems to Wilensky (31 , p. 126)

to have discouraged work, seeing it as a diversion from service to

God. It was not until Catholicism began to reach out for closer ties

with the community outside the Church that people began to place a

greater value on a life of work. Even then a life of work was con-

sidered to have less dignity and status than one of prayer. However ,
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by the time of St. Thomas Aquinas (1225 - 1274 A. D. ) there had de-

veloped a philosophy regarding the value of work to society which

was similar to that of the Catholic church today: llWork is a natural

right and duty, the sole legitimate base of society, the foundation of

property and profit ... but it is always a means to a higher spir"-

itualend." (3l , p. 127)

This changed viewpoint toward work continued until about the

time of the Reformation in Western Europe. Then the resulting

liberalization of religious thinking developed, among other things ,

the concept that work was in itself a way of serving God and was an

activity necessary to man. At the same time ,

. developments in science , technology and exploration
were laying the groundwork for the vast economic expansion
of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Doctrines
of work, rooted in the pattern of entrepreneurial opportunities
and motivation that emerged with economic growth, found
sanction in theology.... This is the period in which the
’'Protestant Ethic" , together with other strands of Christian
doctrine , meshed with the "Spirit of Capitalism' ’ to form ,
ultimately, a secular religion of work. (31 , p. 127)

Luther , for example , said that work, in addition to being es-

sential, " ... was carrying out God' s purpose in one ’s life. I ’ (33 ,

p. 25) Calvin believed that God required men to work. Profit

making was included in this provided that the said profits were in-

vested in ventures which would provide more work. The growth of

the Protestant Ethic , as Wilensky interprets Max Weber in Man in a

WO_~!c!~~'t~YV~rk (31 , p. 128) encouraged" ... ceaseless effort to
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make the earth the mirror of divine majesty' ’ and taught that " . ‘

it was everyone' s duty to seek that work which would bring to him

and to society the greate st return. " (31 , p. 128)

It is this view of work that has been a major influence on

Western ideology since then and which was reflected in the various

utopias which became popular, especially in the 1800 ’s. As early as

1516 Sir Thomas More had conceived of a world where all m.en

worked and this thread ran through most of the utopian thinking of

later centuries. For example , the rule in Saint-Simon' s utopia, in

which the class system was based on occupation according to a man l s

natural capacities , was that "all men shall work. II (31 , p. 129)

In the American frontier days there was probably less tribute

paid the religious aspects of the mandate to work becauseman had to

work in order to survive; work was honored directly for its value to

society and a man had status based on the product of his work. With

the growth of industrialization, however , status was no lon-ger based

on the tangible results of one ’s work but on the kind of work one per

formed. The emphasis was on occupation. In addition to this , in

dustrialization brought other changes. When the product of man' s

work resulted directly from the work process itself man had a tan

gible source of pride in accomplishment. With the advent of modern

technology this tangible job satisfaction was often lacking. This loss

。f the direct reward, in the form of the end product of man ’sown
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labor , has produced, in the opinion of Herzberg et a l., many social

ills. (16 , p. 124)

These authors point out that while our society has changed

drastically, our official ideology continues to stress frontier values.

(161 p. 124) Of primary importance in these values is that man

work. The direct product, object of pride and symbol of accompli sh

ment, is gone but there remains the "Protestant Ethic' ’ which

Wilensky (31 , p. 127) says makes of work almost a secular religion.

Thus , man' s need to work survives and man ’s occupation continues

to be a basic source of identity. Wrenn (33 , p. 24) has pointed out

that when we ask the question, "who is he?" it usually means "what

does he do -- what is his job?" William C. Menninger , in his intro

duction to Borow ’s book (5, p. xiii) noted, ". . . work determines

the way of life , particularly as it applies to the head of a household. "

And Engel (11 , p. 165) says: "It is through a work role that one es

tablishes a position as an effective member of the society. . ."

Establishment of a work role requires that society be aware of

a man as a working person. Industrialization does this by making

the fact that he works visible , not only to those with whom he works ,

but also to others who see him going to work. This visibility rein

forces work as a primary measure of a person' s adequacy in fune

tioning and tends to become blended with that work ethic which

equates work with strength of character.
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Even our ideas about leisure have been affected by this work

ethic , for leisure is commonly viewed as something for which a man

labors , something he must earn. If a :man has not worked, there-

fore , heis not entitled to leisure nor is he psychologically or morally

prepared for it. Because of this , one who has not worked and is not

working may have free time , but not leisure. (1 , p. 79)

II. EFFECTS OF THIS WORK PHILOSOPHY
ON THOSE WITHOU 'I’ WORK

With the value of work so firmly entrenched in our culture the

effectsof lack of work become easy to understand~ Without work the

unemployed man may be viewed as lazy and lacking in that before-

mentioned strength of character which is the hallmark of the em-

ployed person. It is this same philosophy that man must work for

what he gets that has $0 influenced the public assistance policy by

which recipients are granted bare subsistence. '’ . . . it would run

counter to our system to pay non-contributors more than those who

contribute to production. II (26 , p. 53)

Feldman and Scherz (13) indicate that the value our society

places on work can further be seen in such expressions as a person ’s

being ’'worth his salt" or "poor but honest. II

The continued high value placed on work in today' s society
is manifest in a variety of ways. The common accolade that
a person is "worth his salt' ’ attests to the prevalent regard
for the one who earns his way, especially if he '’pulled
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himself up by the bootstraps. I ’ Thi s idea of being worth one ’s
salt is not related to the valuable and indispensable one per
cent suspended in human plasma. It sterns from ancient
forms of payment for service in salt because other money
forms were scarce. In antiquity, salt possessed a religious
symbolismclosely analogous to that of the early coin metals
and was believed to possess magical qualities. We have long
tended to forget the original import of being worth one ’s salt,
but we have retained a certain re spect for work that yields
payment ~ - in a more modern money form that today is also
viewed by many as having magical qualities.

The still-common expression "poor but honest" likewise
encompasses value judgments about the place of work in
American life. Less than a century ago it still was the popu
lar view that poverty was the natural punishment for idleness;
wealth and prosperity were the natural reward for industry
and intelligence. (13 , p. 16)

Especially do these views apply to men, for the predominant

view of the public is that the man must be the earner and provider in

the family. Because his work role is a major source of his identity

as husband and provider and seen as the one most vital role through

whichhe can function in society, the man (and through him, his

family) is keenly affected by the loss of work. Not only is an indis-

pensable aspect of his identity gone , the meaningful activity of the

work itself is also gone. Towle (27) says that it is not only the

idleness but 1’ ... the frustration in idlenes s that sets in operation

the regressive process thr.ough which men break down or become

what is commonly termed "pauperized. II (27 , p. 82)

The unemployed man may also exaggerate the stigma as Boci-

ated with not working so that his self -concept is even poorer than his
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neighbors ’ and associate s ’ perceptions of him. This further de-

pre sse s hi s functioning within and without the fami!y circle. Because

of this he may isolate himself from community activities which might

otherwise help counteract at least some of the destructive effects of

unemployment on role fulfillment. (30, p. 86) Job loss usually cre-

ates problems of both psychological and social adjustment. Other

psycho-socialeffects may include

. bitterness , lack of confidence , and sagging morale
• 하 • loses his daily association with his fellow workers.
This. . . means not only the disappearnace of human rela
tionships . . . but also the end of a meaningful institutional
relationship When he is severed from the job ... he
has lost his institutional base in the economic and
social system. (30, p. 85)

Interviews based on a study of the impact of the shut-down of

industrial plants as reported in Unwanted Workers (30) stress the

wide range of emotions of the respondents: bewilderment, resent-

ment, anger and fustration. (30, p. 166) The plants covered in this

study were four Armour meatpacking plants (in East St. Louis ,

Illinois; Columbus , Ohio; West Fargo , North Dakota; Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma) and a home laundry equipment plant (in East Peoria,

Illinois). The emotions reported here , however , could be discerned

wherever and whenever such a situation occurs , as is indicated in

the 1960 study done in Detroit, Michigan. As reported by Wilensky

(31 , pp. 133-134) 105 able-bodied white men between 25 and 45 years

of age were interviewed. All had been unemployed at least a year
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and were currently on work relie f. All were living with their fam-

ilies at the time of interview. The findings included:

. biographies. . . so peppered with layoffs. . , un
employment, and fruitless efforts to obtain work and avoid
charity that the chance to earn even bare subsistence.
struck a few of them as the most stable and productive
"employment" ever offered to them. . . . these men.
are extremely isolated ... Work ... remains a necessary
condition for drawing the individual into the mainstream of
social life; wherever work ties are severed, there is a de
cline in community participation and a related sense of
isolation. (31 , pp..133-.134:)

These reactions maybe even more intense for the older

worker because he often finds that his age , which was an asset when

it also represented seniority on the job, is a distinct liability on a

competitive job market.

The lack of income , or reduced income , producedby unem-

ployment also , of course , contributes a major portion of the unde-

sirable effects. In the previously-mentioned study of the shut-downs

in the meatpacking and laundry equipment plants it was found that

spending was reduced not just on luxuries but also on necessities.

(30, p. 81) In addition, as might be expected, the economic inse-

curity had an effect on other areas of family life and interpersonal

relationships. It was because the strain of unemployment is felt so

keenly in the family, which is a primary concern of public welfare ,

that our own study focused on family functioning as it might be af-

fected by work relie f.
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF WORK RELIEF

Viewedin the light of a culture which places alm.ost a religious

value on work per se it is not strange that society, as it attempted to

deal with the problems of the poor , developed work relief as one so

lution. One of the very early such attempts was recorded in 1526

when Juan Vives of Flanders , considered one of the great thinkers of

his day, presented to the governing bodies of the city of Bruges his

plan for relief of the poor. Together with advocating registration

and investigation of the poor , Vives suggested the creation of em-

ployment for them. This , he believed, would effect savings in ex-

penditures for relie f. While Vives developed the plan for the city of

Bruges he himselflater went to England where he and his ideas

gained considerable attention. His thinking may well have contrib

uted to the first comprehensive Poor Law enacted by the British

Parliament in 1536. Through the process of change and amendment

this early act of Parliament evolved into the Elizabethan Poor Law

of 1601. It is this law which the early settlers brought to the New

World and which has served as a model for so much of the legislation

in the UnitedStates.

Administrative features of this law included the following:

(1) local govermental responsibilities for the poor; (2) the classifica

tion of those in need, and provision of appropriate kinds of relief for
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each; apprenticeship for children, work for the able-bodied, and

almshouses for the incapacitated; (3) financing through taxation; and

(4) legally enforced family responsibility. (20 , pp. 14-15) These

fundamental ideas continued in England until their repeal in 1948.

According to MacIntyre (17) six of the Poor Law principles can

be readily discerned in American welfare tho \.l.ght. These include:

(1) public re sponsibili ty by local government, in America
usually through‘ the town or county rather than the parish;
(2) local administration, again by overseers of the poor;
(3) financing out of local tax funds; (4) distinctions between
the able -bodied poor , who were to be set to work (the Tudor
equivalent ofwork relief and the work test) , and the' ’lame ,
impotent, old, blind ... " (shades of our APTD, AB , and
OAA programs.!); and (5) financial responsibility of certain
relatives , explicitly set forth in language almost identical
to that in many contemporary American statutes. Finally,
(6) the Poor Laws limited local financial responsibility to
those settled in the parish, and provided for the removal
of unsettled poor. (1 7 , p. 9)

In Federal Aid for ReliefWilliams (32) states that basic relief

for the poor was offered under state poor laws through 1929 and this

relief was intendedto take care of both the able-bodied men and those

unfit for employment. (32 , pp. 7-8) These poor laws were supple-

mented by private charity. Prior to 1929 the use of work relief as a

form of public assistance was very limited although

. Practices such as boarding out and auctioning off the
poor to the lowest bidders were utilized as a means of pro
viding for the destitute , and of forcing the able-bodied to
work for their maintenance. (6, p. 79)

However , there was , during the depression of the 1890 ’s , an
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early and rather significant use of work relief in this country as an

unemployment relief measure which had chief value claimed

for it the maintenance of "moral independence." (12 , p. 172)

Charnow (6) states that the work relief programs which were in

effect in the depre s sions of the nineteenth century and of the fi r st

three decades of the twentieth century were administered locally and

financed from local public or private funds. (6 , p. 1) Thus , on the

eve of the depression of the 1930's , relief in any form was carried

out on the local level , and the "responsibility for meeting emergen잃Y

needs was placed upon the communities , and particularly upon pri-

vate charity." (8 , p. 29) As local funds became exhausted the popu

lation began to look to the state and federal governments for aid and

there developed increased emphasis upon supplying work for the em ‘

ployable unemployed. There soon were "public works and work relief

programs on a previously undreamed-of scale." (1 7, p. 14) Be

cause this was the era which marked the entrance of the national

government into poor relief the programs are historically significant.

One of the earliest of these was The Reconstruction Finance

Corporation, authorized in July 1932, "to lend funds to state and

local governments for direct and work relief. . ." (6 , p. 1) The

first federal program which actually provided jobs for the unem여

ployed was the Civilian Conservation Crops whose purpose was to

provide training and employment for youth through worthwhile
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projects in conser、ration. In 1933 the federal government established

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration through which grants

were provided to states and localities for relief purposes. The

Public Works Adminstration was also set up in 1933 (June) with the

objective of constructing useful public works. The Civil Works Ad

ministration was another one established in 1933 but this was li

quidated in the following year. The last of the se depre s sion pro-

grams , by far the largest of the various emergency public aid

programs , was the Works Projects Administration. This was ap

proved in April 1935, with the plan to provide work relief to an es

timated three and one-half million persons. "Work under the WPA

was on socially useful projects; it was not ’made work, ’ nor was it

long planned public work." (4 , p. 37)

In 1942, when the WPA finally ceased its activities , the prac

tice of work relief had practically disappeared and was not revived

until the late 1950 ’s. At that time the spread of unemployment did

cause some communities in the nation, including some counties in

Oregon, to again turn to work relief in connection with general as-

sistance which is totally financed at the local leve l. (14 , p. 191)

Then, in 1962 , federal welfare amendments allowed the establish

ment of community work and training programs for unemployed

fathers in families receiving public assistance under the Aid to

Dependent Children program. This program was partly financed by
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federal funds. Thus , federal funds were again brought into work re-

lief programs although the emphasi s of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare was "largely on training rather than on com-

mon work projects." (14 , p. 191) This federal interest in training

the unemployed was not limited to the 1962 amendments however.

There were also the Area Redevelopment Act, the Manpower Devel-

opment and Training Act, and the Work Experience Program of the

Economic Opportunity Ac t.

The first of these , the Area Redevelopment Act which was

passed in 1961 , provided the first really wide-scale federal retrain-

ing program for the unemployed. It

authorized as sistance to areas with substantial and
per si stent unemployment both in planning and financing their
economic redevelopment and in training their unemployed
and underemployed workers. (29 , p. 125)

The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 called

for a

. diversified nation-wide training program, including
on-the-job training , for persons who could not reasonably
be expected to find full-time employment without training -
with emphasis on family heads , youths between the ages of
19 and 21 , and workers from low-income farm families.
(29 , p. 125)

Both of these programs were administered by the State Em-

ployment Agencies and while the third, the Work Experience Pro-

gram, also emphasized training rather than only work relief it was

administered by the State Welfare Department. This Work
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Experience Program was designed to improve the employment po-

tential of unemployed heads of families and other persons on public

assistance who lacked sufficient education or basic work skills for

today' s job market.

Work Experience was designed to extend the community work

and training projects which had begun under the 1962 amendments t。

the Social Security Act. It was the community work and training

program, as it was operated in Clackamas and Marion Counties ,

upon which this study focused.

The Handbook of Public Assistance Administration (28) sets

forth the goals of the program as follows:

3462. 1 Purpose

The basic purpose of section 409 of title IV is to improve
the employability of employable or potentially employable
relatives caring for children receiving aid to families with
dependent children by conserving their work habits and skills ,
and by developing new skills , through community work and
training programs of a constructive nature.

Thi s goal can be accompli shed by maintaining and develop
ing good work habits , attitudes , morale and skills through
constructive work experience; by acquiring needed education
and improved skills through adult education, vocational train
ing and on-the-job experience; and by finding gainful ernploy
ment through effective job hunting and the special efforts of
local public employment offices. (28 , sec. 3462.1)

The federal g·overnment suggested three types of work pro-

jects which could be used in the community work and training pro-

gram. These were: (1) work projects designed to develop, and to
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prevent deterioration of good work habits , attitudes and morale; (2)

community work and training projects designed to improve , or con

serve existing skills; and (3) community work and training programs

designed to developnew or improved skills through the planned co-

ordination of work experience, training and related instructions.

(28 , sec. 3462.32)

Before the federal ,government became involved in local wel

fare , however, some work relief programs were maintained by the

states. These were influenced by the same societal value placed

upon work which has been previously discus sed. A review of the

history of poor relief in Oregon, for example , reveals that the poor

law passed when the territorial government was established in 1849 ,

mentions inability to work as a condition of eligibility for rece~pt of

public relie f. The law made the provi sion that each county would be

responsible for its own poor but it also prescribed that those who

would receive help would be the lame , the blind, the sick or those

others who , because of age or infirmity, were unable to support

themselves. (22 , p. 11) ’'The law further provided that the probate

court in each county should administer this relief in such amounts

and at such time , as were necessary. '’ (22, p. 11) The Poor Law of

1854 stated that counties could build workhouses , appoint overseers

of the poor or provide care by contract and this law remained the

basic poor law of the State of Oregon until 1935. (22 , p. 12)
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A Summary of State Laws Relating to the Dependent Clas ses ,

1913 (9) state s that in Oregon in 1913 those per sons who were entitled

to relief were ’'every poor person, resident in a county, unable to

earn a livelihood in consequence of bodily infirmity, idiocy, lunacy,

or other cause , who is not supported by relatives , ... " (9 , p. 236)

In Oregon, then, as in most other areas at the beginning of the

depression of the 1930's , responsibility for relief of the poor was on

a local leve l. In Portland, in November 1930, a Civic Emergency

Committee, made up of a body of private citizens , set up city-wide

clean-up campaigns to give work to the unemployed. (22 , p. 4이

Local public works projects were started by the local government in

Multnomah County in December 1930. (22, p. 40) A State Emer

gency Employment Commission was formed in December 1930 to

cooperate with the State Highway Commis sion in a plan to make road

work available as relief for some unemployed men in the State. (22 ,

p. 44) It was after these early starts by the state and local govern

ments that the federal programs previously discussed came into

existence; examples are FERA, CWA, CCC, PWA.

All during this period in Oregon the general feeling continued

that people should be spared the stigma attached to pauper relie f.

(22, p. 132) To help insure this , the Oregon State Relief Committee

and the Federal Emergency Relief Administration both followed the

policy that whenever possible the budgetary deficiencies of those on
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relief should be met by cash earned through work rather than by

direct relief grants. Thus , according to the Biennial Report of the

State Relief Committee to the Governor and Legislative Assem.bly of

Oregon, "Family morale , skill and self-respect are better con-

served.... " (25 , p. 17)

As most other states , Oregon did little with work relief during

the 1940'.s and 1950' s , but in 1959 and 1960 a work relief program

was initiated as part of the general assistance program. Counties

were free to decide if they wanted to operate such a program and

both Clackamas and Marion Counties were among the first to do so ,

Marion County' s program was started on December 5, 1960, and

Clackamas County' s program began on February 1, 1961. Those

counties who elected to have a work project had certain uniform

operating procedures. Most important among these were two re

quirements: (1) The employable men who were referred to a work

project had "to work a designated number of hours determined by the

amount of general as sistance for which their families are eligible. '’

(24, p. 7) , and (2) persons who , without good cause , failed to report

for a work relief project became ineligible for further assistance.

According to the State Public Welfare Commission, assignment to

work projects appeared to be "helpful to the recipients in gaining

private employment and in improvement of family relationships. t ’

(24, p. 7)
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When the 1962 Amendments to the Social Security Act came into

~. effect, . Oregon. was well prepared to adapt its work relief project to

the community work and training program outlined in the amend-

ments. Oregon was , therefore , one of the first four states to submit

plan material to the federal g'overnment for this new program. In

keeping with the. federal objectives , the state program for com

munity work and training was divided into two components of work

experience projects and on-the -job training. According to State

Public Welfare ’s staff manual in September 1967 , "the intent of work

experience projects is to develop employability of a group of welfare

recipients by conserving their work habits and/ or developing new

work habits by participating on projects of a constructive nature. '’

(19 , sec. 2417.1) On-the-job training seeks to make an individual

employable through providing him with new skills to be acquired

through actually performing work on a job. (19 , sec. 2417. 2) Our

respondents for the study were from a group who were participants

in the work experience category. To begin with, the programs in

Clackamas and Marion Counties were essentially the same , with re

cipients in both counties working principally in the parks. Then, as

the programs expanded, Clackamas County was able to offer work in

road construction. Marion County was able to enlarge its program

still further by offering , in addition to park and road work, work in

the sewage treatment plant and farm labor.
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Such, then, is a brief historical background of work relie f.

Its development was influenced to a large extent by our culture ’s

philosophy regarding the value of work per se. As a value of society

in general this concept of work affects both rich and poor , so that,

as previously noted, he who lacks work is often viewed by himself,

his associates and the community as lacking in personal worth. As

this happens , family functioning deteriorates. The question then

arises , does a work relief program mitigate these effects? Both

Marion and Clackamas Counties were officially committed to the

opinion that work relief does , indeed, help compensate for the lack

of employment. No research had been done , however , to substanti

ate thi s belie f.

This fact, and the growing realization of the need for such re

search, became the impetus for this study.



CHAPTER II

THE APPROACH

Clackamas County Welfare Department시 pointedout that research

concerning the effects of a Community Work and Training Program

(CWT) on the family functioning of the participants would be useful ,

not only to them, but to othercounties in Oregon operating similar

programs. A tentative proposal was therefore drawn up for the first

of a series of studies to explore this area of interest, and a research

group was formed in March, 1968.

Four men and three women made up the research group. Four

of the members previously had been employed by Departments of

State Public Welfare , three in Oregon and one in Ala, ska. Three had

worked in other public social service agencies.

1. ORGANIZATION OF WORK

The study originally was planned to be carried out in Clacka

mas County only. However , one of the early decisions was to

broaden the scope to include the CWT Project in M a,rion County.

Marion County officialswere enthusiastic and cooperative and the re

search plans were enlarged to include the two counties.
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Including two county work projects made pos sible compari

sons between contrast groups and the bringing to light of a greater

variety of patterns and variables which may become the basis for

further study.

The men of the research group were assigned to gather data in

Marion County and the three women to Clackamas County. As has

been noted, the inclusion of the Marion County CWT Proj ect mark-

edly changed the scope of the study. However , despite being split

into two groups working in separate counties , every effort was made

to maintain uniformity of method. There were regular weekly group

meetings during which questions and problems related to the particu

lar phase of the study under consideration were discussed and re

solved. Supplementary meetings of the group were held as needed

during the summer and winter vacation periods.

By utilizing group deci sions throughout every phase continuity

and consistency of approach were maintained and consensus reached

on all major decisions. Each group .member participated in the

formlllation of the approach, design , and methodology.

II. USE OF OPEN -ENDED QUESTIONS

The choice of the basic approach to this study, which was one

of survey rather than experiment, determined the use of many open

ended questions in the research instrument. Many reasons could be
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cited to support this choice but the most important one was the

paucity of information in the literature which dealt with welfare work

and training programs. We found very few studies which had been

conducted in this area. Because of this it would have been very dif

ficult to foresee the conditions and variables which could have been

actually controlled and manipulated in an experimental effort. The

choice of this approach offered the chance to obtain a maximum

amount of information. Inherent in this advantage , however , was the

possibility that the data collected would be difficult to handle with

inferential statistics. We found this to be true , and much of the data

of this study is therefore reported descriptively in the findings. The

use of more precise questions utilizing litnited response categories ,

would have produced more manageable data, but would also have re

suIted in much less information regarding participants ’ reactions to

a welfare work and training program. The spontaneous and often re ‘

vealing responses of the participants to the open-ended questions

suggest many areas which would be profitable for future exploration

and study. Obviously, not all of the questions used in the instrument

were open-ended, but in those instances where closed questions were

used, a number of possible choices were provided and ranged along

a continuum.
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III. STAGES OF THE STUDY

Using the group approach described earlier , the members pro

gressed through a series of phases in which the research problem

was explored, hypotheses formulated, terms defined, research in-

strument cons true ted and pre -te sted, population defined, sample

selected, data collected, and results analyzed and interpreted.

Through this sequence of work the study was gradually narrowed

down to manageable proportions and completed.

IV. EXPLORATION OF THE PROBLEM

During this phase we became familiar with the research prob-

lem through a review of the literature , meetings with Clackamas and

Marion County welfare personnel and orientation to the policies and

procedures of each county CWT Program. Because of the limitations

of time imposed it was decided to focus on the local CWT Projects

only, excluding the formal training programs operated by the county

welfare offices in cooperation with the Federal Government.

v. BASIC HYPOTHESIS

The result of the exploration of the research problem was the

formulation of a basic hypothesis which was stated as follows:

The CWT Program contributes to positive family functioning.
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VI. DEFINITION OF TERMS

It was then necessary to define what was to be considered posi-

tive and negative family functioning. One of the common instruments

used by many social agencies to evaluate families who are to receive

social services covers the following areas: parental, child, finan-

cial, marital , and social functioning. However , the exploratory

nature of this study seemed to suggest the need for broader and more

detailed criteria and a list of 14 indices of family functioning was

therefore developed. These indices were later grouped into two

general categories , those considered external to the family and those

considered internal to the family. Positive family functioning was

defined as behavior which tended to strengthen family life.

VII. CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PRE-TESTS

With the criteria established the group then proceeded to con-

struct a questionnaire to develop the required information. Lacking

results from any previous studies , it was decided to use two pre-

tests , the first to be a pre-test of trial questionnaires developed by

each member of the group , and the second to be a pre-test of a

standard composite questionnaire constructed by the group as a

whole after evaluation of the results obtained from the first pre-test.

Both questionnaires were to be administered to both husband and wife
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jointly but with their responses recorded separately. The population

for the pre -tests consisted of current participants in the CWT Pro

ject in Clackamas and Marion Counties who had been assigned to the

program for the first time after January 1 , 1968. This population

was then excluded from the population used for the actual study. Two

interviews were conducted by each member of the research group in

both pre-tests and the final standard questionnaire consisted of 20

questions. A copy of the questionnaire is included in the appendix.

The second pre-test gave good indication that the questionnaire

would produce the kind of data sought although some minor changes

were necessary in the format of the questionnaire in order to facili

tate ease in recording responses , Also , the wording of several

questions was changed slightly to improve clarity and the final order

of questions was set to progress from general questions to more

specific ones. This delayed the more penetrating , possibly threat-

ening , specific questions dealing with intrafamily functioning , and

allowed the interviewer a little time to establish rapport. It was de

cided to collect and record all the original basic data on the face

sheet of the questionnaire even though not all of it would necessarily

be used in the report.

The final format of the questionnaire was thus designed to ex ‘

plo re husbands ’ and wives ’ perceptions of, and attitudes toward

participation on a welfare CWT Project. The questions deal t. with
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expectations , good and bad things about the project itself, problems

created by the project for the family , positive and negative effects on

fanli1y functioning (the 14 indices ), feelings :r egarding the quanti때1

effect)γeness， quality, and necessity of casework services , and

overall positive and negative attitudes toward participation in the

CvVT projec t.

VIn ‘ THE POPULATION

The tasks of defining the population to be included in the study

and drawing the sample in each county were completed during

Spring term, 1968. This was done to allow collection of the data

dU l' ing the summer vacation period since it was anticipated that 10 >

cating the people to be interviewed would be a time -consuming ac

tivity. The criteria decided upon for defining the population was

that re spondents should:

1. Be currently re siding in the county of original CWT as-

signment;

2. Haγe initially entered and participated in the CWT Program

after January 1 , 1965, but not after December 31 , 1967;

3 ‘ Have both parents and at least one child living in the home

both currently and at the time of participation in the

project;

4. Have been assigned to the work project for at least 30
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consecutive days , and actually work on it, although the

number of days worked was to be di sregarded.

Although one of the jobs included in the Oregon CWT program

was in the Surplus Food Stores the research group decided to elim

inate from the population anyone who was not, at least at one time

during the three -year time span, eligible forsome assignment other

than the food store. This was done for three reasons: the job was

not representative of the usual CWT assignment, the number of jobs

in the food store was so small and the one or two jobs available were

reserved for those recipients considered in some way incapacitated

for another kind of work.

Some consideration was also given to eliminating members of

the Spanish-American minority group because of anticipated language

difficulties in an interview. The decision was , however , to include

the se participants in the population since they do make up a signifi

cant minority group. in Marion County.

The total population meeting these criteria in Clackamas

County amounted to 177 family units. In Marion County the number

was 465, for a total combined population of 642 family units. In the

early phases of the study the decision was made to draw a total com=

bined sample of 105 family units; 45 from Clackam.as COllnty and 빼

from Marion County. This number would have represented 16.35%

of the total combined population of the two counties included in the
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study. However , the difficulty of locating people to interview (due

to the mobility of the population) reduced the number of interviews it

was possible to complete. In the span of the three years selected for

the study many participants had moved, leaving no forwarding ad

dresses which we were able to locate. The result was that only 60

interviews were completed, or 9.35% of the total population. When

broken down by counties this sample represents 22 interviews in

Clackamas County or 12.43% of the population, and 38 interviews or

8. 17% of the population in Marion County. Although smaller than

originally planned, the sample still represents a reasonable propor

tion of the total combined population.

IX. SAMPLING METHOD - CLACKAMAS COUNTY

In Clackamas County, a list of all of the men who participated

in the CWT Project between January 1 , 1965 and December 31 , 1967

was taken from monthly attendance records. The 177 names were

then put in alphabetical order to eliminate duplications and dice

thrown to obtain a chance number. Beginning with that name on the

list corresponding to the chance number every tenth name was

selected until a sample of 45 had been drawn. These 45 case ljecor밟

were then read by the researchers and evaluated for inclusion in the

study according to the criteria established. Five names were eliln

inated in that reading for the following reasons: four had moved out
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of the county and one had never actually been as signed to the work

project. The remaining 40 names made up the sample from which

the 22 interviews were completed.

X. SAMPLING METHOD - MARION COUNTY

The procedure for drawing the sample in Marion County varied

slightly from that used in Clackamas County due to the different re

cord keeping system employed by the Marion County CWT staff. At

tendence lists were not kept prior to 1966, although files had been

kept on all men referred for possible CWT assignment. These

amounted to approximately 600 cases which were read and evaluated

by the same criteria. A total population of 465 was obtained and ar

ranged in an alphabetical list. The Table of Random Numbers was

used to obtain a number. Beginning with that name , every tenth

name was selected until a sample of 60 name s was drawn. Each re

searcher was as signed 15 names. When a researcher exhausted his

list of 15. first choices he went back to the master list of the total

population for Marion County and selected the first name below the

per son he was unable to interview. If this name also could not be

used then the next name above the name of the first choice was used。

In this manner the 38 interviews in Marion County were completed.
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XI. DATA COLLECTION

After the sample for the study had been drawn, each researcher

went to the welfare case records to gather the face sheet data for his

assigned interview. Since not all of the families to be interviewed

were currently receiving public assistance some of the information,

including addresses , was no longer applicable or current. The prob ‘

lem of client mobility has already been mentioned and this factor

produced one of the more serious problems in data collection. Often

many hours were spent in attempting to locate a family for interview

only to find it was not possible to do so.

Whether or not complete face sheet information could be ob-

tained from welfare records , it was always double -checked during

the interview itself for accuracy and completeness. This procedure

also served as a good "ice -breaker , " allowing the researcher to

begin establishing the rapport which would facilitate spontaneous ,

honest responses to the questionnaire. That good rapport was es

tablished to a very high degree is evident not only in the variety and

quality of the responses recorded but also in the fact that only two

persons refused to participate in the study once a face-to-face con

tact was made. All of the researchers commented upon the h。

tality shown to them during the interviews , and upon the willingness

of the majority of the people to participate freely and easily in
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the interview.

Prior to the first pre-test conducted appointment letters were

mailed to prospective respondents explaining the purpose of the study

and giving the time and date the researcher would be calling. Fre

quently the family was then not home when the call was made. Be-

cause of this , and because it was difficult to explain the reason for

the visit in a letter without making it sound like a forbidding ordeal,

the procedure for the second pre -test was changed. The interviewer

simply stopped by unannounced, at a time when husband and wife

were likely to be home. This procedure was much more successful

and it was adopted for use in the actual study.

After calling at the home and explaining the nature of the visit,

making sure that the people understood that the researcher was not

employed by the welfare department and that all personal information

would be handled so as to insure confidentiality, the researcher set

about gathering face sheet information. When the interviewer was

satisfied that the interviewees had an adequate understanding of the

purposes of the study and the importance of their cooperation to its

success the questionnaire was administered. Each question was ad

dressed to husband and wife together and the responses of each re

corded. If one or the other of the partners failed to respond spontan

eously a neutral probe was used such as "What do you think about

that, Mrs. B. ?'’ If there was still no response it was so recorded
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on the questionnaire. The researcher attempted at all times to con

vey an attitude of interested, neutral acceptance of all responses and

avoided the use of any leading probes. The spontaneous responses

to open-ended questions were recorded verbatim, if possible , or by

utilizing short sentences to convey the meaning. If a question was

not understood by the interviewees the researcher attempted to

clarify it withoutchanging the meaning and without leading them

toward any particular response.

All of the interviews for this study were done during the period

June 1, 1968 through October 13 , 1968. The CWT Projects in

Clackamasand Marion Counties were not in operation during this

period because the program is offered only when there is no other

work available in the community for the project participants.

XII. DATA COMPILATION

Beginning with the weekly meetings of the research group in

the fall term 1968 the group addressed itself to the task of handling

the data collected during the summer and early fal l. This was accom

plished in four somewhat overlapping but generally distinct phases:

1::. Categorization

.. 2. Tabulation

3. Analysis

4. Interpretation
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As in the earlier phases of the study, decisions were made by

the group as a whole. As had been anticipated, the use of open-ended

questions resulted not only in much information but also in a con-

siderable variety of responses to ,certain 'questions. It was

therefore necessary to develop categories which would allow for the

grouping of similar responses for easier tabulation, analysis , and

interpretation. After much consideration and discussion, in which

each member examined the responses recorded in the interviews he

himself had conducted, the following categories were developed:

Question Number I

This deals with participants ’ expectations of the CWT Project.

The categories decided upon were:

Material - All responses implying that the participants ex

pected money in the form of a welfare check for work performed on

the project, or other material benefits such as the provision of rain

clothes or transportation to and from work.

Training - Responses indicating that the participant expected

some kind of vocational training experience.

Job - Responses to the effect that the participant did not expect

anything more than just a job--something to do while looking for

other work.

Residual - All responses not related to any of the above three
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categories. There is little relationship between any of the responses

included in this category, and where some similarities do exist,

they do not occur with sufficient frequency to justify creating separ

ate categories.

None - Answers indicating the participant had no expectation.

No Response - A complete lack of response ... -the participant

was unable or unwilling to answer.

Que stions Number 3 -8 and Number 19

These questions deal with positive and negative aspects of the

CWT Program as perceived by the participants.

Job Satisfaction - The participant expressed positive or nega ...

tive reactions in the following areas which are factor s of job sati s

faction:

1. Earning their own living

2. Working conditions、

3. Outdoor work

4. Fellowship with co-workers and supervisors

5. Value to the community of the work done

Material Benefits - Money or other material benefit of lack of

same.

Improved or Deteriorated Functioning - Responses indicating

improved or deteriorated functioning in the following areas of activity:
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1 . Individual ,

2. FamilY'i

3. Community ,

Other - Not related to above categories.

None - CWT Project had no positive or negative aspects of any

consequence to the family.

No Response - Unable or unwilling to respond.

Questions Number 12 and 13

These two questions ask for a list of the things for which the

participants spent more or less money while working on the CWT

Project. The responses fall generally into four categories:

Job Related - Such items as transportation, lunches , and work;

clothes.

Vamily Related - Groceries , shelter , clothing , gifts , personal

items , and entertainment.

No Difference -

Other -

Question Number 17-C

This question asks the respondents to state what kinds of ser

vices were offered by the welfare caseworker in connection with the

CWT Project. Responses were categorized as follows:

Information - Those responses indicating such help as
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referrals to community resources , advice as to where to look for

housing , etc.

Service ‘ Those responses indicating the caseworker helped

the participant obtain material things such as stoves , refrigerators ,

and other household items or services ‘

Counseli!lg ∞ This category covers responses reporting help

given directly by the caseworker in such areas as marital counseL

ing , γocational counseling , and child guidance.

No Help -

Que stion Number 17-D

Re sponse s to this que stion were somewhat difficult to handle

since it asks with whom the caseworker spends the largest amount,

next largest amount, and least amount of time for each of the fol-

lowing: the husband, wife or children.

The possibilities here are so numerous it was decided to linlit

the categories of response to two , namely with whom does he spend

the most time or does he spend his time equally with all.

Question Number 20

Since this question is completely open-ended, responses were

categorized under the broad headings of positive , negative , and n。

response.

After the above-described categories were decided upon , the
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data were tabulated manually in the following manner:

1. Each group member classified the responses in his own

completed questionnaires. If there was any doubt about

which category a response fitted the question was raised

for discus sion and re solution at a group meeting.

2. Each member totaled the frequencies under eac h. category

for all of his completed questionnaires.

3. Large tabulation sheets were then prepared on which the

data for the entire group were combined.

4. Data were classified according to county, and sub-totals

for each county then obtained.

5. All frequencies were then totaled, checked and rechecked.

XIII. ANALYSIS , INTERPRETATION AND TESTING OF THE DATA

Following the completion of tabulation the research group ad

dressed itself to the task of analysis. This was carried out by pre

paring quantitative and qualitative (descriptive) summaries of the

findings. These were distributed to each group member for indi'

vidual study and analysis and this was followed by group discussion

in which ideas and implications were thoroughly explored.

The analysis of the data was approached through the form.ula

tion of null hypotheses relevant to the basic hypothesis of the study.

On the basis of our original exploration of the research
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probleITl, as well as group discus sions after compilation of the data,

we then further hypothesized: the CWT Program, as it had been con ...

ducted during the time covered by our study, had more positive than

negative effects on family life. The decision was then made to

identify and explore the positive and/ or negative aspects of the major

program components , i. e. , work, social service and general pro

gram features. These findings we would then associate with either

the positive or negative changes in family functioning if such changes

were established. This was to be our method of analysis. To

recapitulate:

The basic hypothesis was:

The CWT Program Contributes to Positive Family Functioning

A guiding hypothesis for purposes of approach as well as evalu-

ation was then established as follows:

Family functioning is improved through participation in the

CWT Program. The improvement is associated with:

a. The Program

b. Work

c. Social work service

In order to test the validity of our basic and guiding hypothese잉，

a number of null hypotheses were advanced. These null hypotheses

were tested for degree of probability through either the test of the

Chi Square distribution or the Test of Proportions , i. e. , the
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significance of a percentage and of the difference between two per

centages. The nature of the data available after tabulation deter ‘

mined the choic e of te st. In view of the study' s exploratory nature ,

a confidence level of . 05 appeared reasonable and this level of con

fidence was used in every test of significance throughout the study.

The collected data were examined as follows for purposes of

te sting the validity of the null hypothe s e s:

H1 - Family functioning is improved through participation in

the CWT Program.

HOI - There is no difference in family functioning before and

after participation in the CWT Program.

The most relevant data concerning family functioning before

and after participation in the CWT Program are provided by the

tabulated response categories to Question 9. H，usba끄dsand

wives were asked to rate 14 selected indices of family functioning in

terms of no change , deterioration or improvement during participa

tion in the program. The questionnaire provided for five responses.

Categories I and 2, i. e. , "much worse I ’ and "little worse" respec-

tively , as well as categories 4 and 5 , i. e. , "much better" and ’'lit t1e

better" respectively, had been combined into the new categories of

!’deterioration" and "improvement." This was done for purposes of

analysis as well as testing. Findings were derived by observation

of frequencies.
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H0
2

- There is no difference in family functioning before and

after participation in the CWT Program in respect to either internal

or external family functioning.

The relevant data concerning this null hypothesis are also pro >

vided by responses to Question 9 of our questionnaire. The five

categorie s of the original rating scale had been combined into three

groups consisting of "no change , " "improvement' ’ and ’ 'dete rio ration ’!

as described above. The 14 indices of family functioning were then

divided into two groups , '’ internal" and "external"- -i. e. , to the

family- -for further analysis of the data. The following indices were

considered to be "internal to the family: "

1. Feelings toward the family，~

2. Getting along with each other (husbands and wives)

3. Feelings toward work

4. Work habits

5. Getting along with neighbor s

6. The children ’s behavior ,

7. The children's grades

The following indices were considered to be "external to the

family:' ’

1. Housing ‘1

2. Earnings

3. Food
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4. Thing s owned"

5. Places gone to.

6. Physical health

7. Church

The apparent differences between improvement and deteriora

tion, when thus related to internal and external family functioning ,

were tested for significance by the use of the Chi Square test.

H0
3

- There is no difference between the parents ’ and child

ren! s functioning before and after participation in the CWT Program.

Again the relevant data for analysis and testing are provided

by the response categories to Question 9. The five categories of

responses had beenreduced to three , namely ’'deterioration, ’, "im-

provement, ’, and "no change. ’!

Two indices , each relating to either the parents ’ or the child ...

rent s functioning , were then selected for further analysis. The in

dices of "getting along with each other" and "feelings toward the

family" were treated as indicative of the parents ’ functioning. The

indices of "your children ’ s grades at school ’I and I'your children ’ g

behavior' ’ were treated as indicative of the children's functioning.

The differences in frequency pattern were tested for significance by

the use of the Chi Square te st.

Ha - Improvement in family functioning is associated with the

CWT Program.
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HOI - There is no difference between the families ’ positive and

negative feelings toward the CWT Program.

Relevant data for purposes of testing the validity of this null

hypothesis are provided by the responses to Question 20. Families

were asked to state both positives and negatives concerning the pro ...

gram. The difference between the positive and negative attitudes-

obtained from the frequencies indicated for each category- -were

tested for significance through the use of the Test of Proportions.

H0
2

- There is no significant difference between the partici ...

pating familie s ’ standard of living before and after participation in

the CWT Program.

Data here are the responses to Questions 12 and 13. Essen

tially, the categories reflected spending patterns , in proportion to

available income , before and after participaion. The differences in

spending patterns as indicated by the frequencies of responses to

these two questions , were tested for significance through the use of

the Chi Square distribution. The direction of change in spending

patterns was determined by obser、ration of the frequencie s.

H3 - Improvement in family functioning is as sociated with work ‘

HOI - There is no difference between families in respect to

program preference: to work or not to work while receiving public

as si stance.

Relevant data for purposes of testing the validity of this null
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hypothesis were provided by the tabulated responses to Question 18.

Families were asked to state their preference for working or not

working on CWT while receiving welfare grants. The difference be-

tween the three categories of '’prefers work, ’, "prefers not to work, "

and I 'qualHied and/or ambivalent I ’ was established for observation of

tabulated frequencie s.

H4 - Improvement in family functioning is as sociated with

social work services.

HOI - There is no difference between families in respect to

positive and negative feelings toward social work service.

Relevant data are provided for the analysis of this null hypothe ‘

sis by responses to Question 15. Families were asked to rate case

workers ’ helpfulness on a scale of five degrees. Categories

"rarely/never" and' ’seldom' ’ were combined into one group of!"not

helpful ’I for purposes of testing. Categories ’'often" and "very often"

were combined into one group of '’helpful." Categiory "caseworkers

are helpful sometimes" was excluded from the testing process as

indicative of an ambivalent response. The difference between the

"not helpful" and "helpful" categorie s was te sted for significance

through the Test of Proportions.

H0
2

- There is no difference between families in respect to

positive and negative feelings concerning the frequency of casework

contacts.
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The tabulated frequencies of responses to Question 16 of our

questionnaire were examined in the analysis of this null hypothesis.

Families were asked to state whether they would prefer to see the

caseworker as frequently as they had, les s often, or more often.

The catego rie s of "not at all II and I ’Ie s s often II we re combined fo r

purposes of testing. Significance of differences between those who

preferred to see the caseworker less often and those who preferred

to see the caseworker more often has been determined by the obser ‘

vation of frequencie s.

H5 - There is a significant difference between the husbands ’

and wives' perceptions of the total program and its effects on family

life.

Ho ‘ There is no difference between husbands' and wives ’

perceptions of the total CWT Program and its effects on family life.

The validity of this null-hypothesis was tested by the analysis

of every question in the questionnaire. The differences between

husbands ’ and wives ’ responses to every category within the ques

tionnaire were tested for significance. The Chi Square test was

utilized for this purpose.

H
6

- There is a significant difference between the familie용 of- -_.._-
Clackamas and Marion Counties in respect to perceptions about the

total CWT Program.
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Ho - There is no difference between the families of Clackamas

and Marion Counties in respect to perceptions about the total CWT

Program.

The validity of thi s null ‘ hypothesis was also tested by analysis

of every question in the questionnaire. The differences between the

two populations' responses have been tested for significance by the

use of the Chi Square te st.

In summary, our approach has been one of analytical explora

tion of attitudes , the identification of positives and negatives as they

relate to the program and the family , and the establishment of broad

relationships between the positive and negative findings.



CHAPTER III

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Community Work and Training Programs in Clackamas

and Marion Counties had been ope rating for several years on the

basis of anumber of assumptions. Among these assumptions , which

had served as guidelines for policy-making as well as administration ,

had been the propostion that participation on CWT had more positive

than negative effects on family life. Although these assumptions had

been held since soon after the inception of the CWT Programs in

these two counties , no objective evaluation of the above proposed re

lationship had been done. The research project undertaken by our

group substantiated the basic proposition to a significant degree , i. e. ,

that the CWT Program resulted in significantly more positive than

negative effects on family life.

This conclusion was arrived at through examination of our

findings in relation to the following four major areas of considera-

tion:

1 . Gene ral finding s a s related to the te st s of hypothe s e s.

2. Tabular findings related to data which did not lend itself

to appropriate statistical manipulation.
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3. Implications of the findings as related to our central hy

potheses as well as their practical value in terms of

application.

4. Limitations that may have affected our conclusions.

1. GENERAL FINDINGS: TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

‘Our quantitative findings as related to the hypotheses proposed

by the research group will be given in the order of the original hy ‘

potheses , the null hypotheses and the alternate hypotheses warranted.

Hl - Family functioning is improved through participation in

the CWT Program.

HO
l

- There is no difference in family functioning

before and after participation in the CWT Frogram.

Reject By Obser、ration

H0
2

- There is no difference in family functioning

before and after participation in the CWT Program with

respect to internal and external functioning.

Reject P < .001

H0
3

- There is no difference between the parents ’

and the children ’s functioning before and after participation

in the CWT Program.

Accept P> .20
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Improvement in family functioning occurred with an incidence sig

nificant1y better than chance.

HZ ‘ Improvement in family functioning is associated with the

CWT Program.

HOI - There is no difference between the families ’

positiγe and negative feelings toward the CWT Program.

Reject P < .01

HO
Z

- There is no difference between the participating

families ’ standard of living before and after participation

in the CWT Program.

Reject P < .01

Although family income decreased in over 50% of the cases as a re

suIt of entering the CWT Program, participating families expressed

positive feelings toward the program with an incidence significantly

greater than chance.

H3 - Improvement in family functioning is associated with the

work.

Ho - There is no difference between families in

respect to program preference: to work or not to work

while receiving public assistance.

Reject By Observation

It is obvious that participating families preferred to work with an

incidence significantly greater than chance.
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H4 - Im.provem.ent in fam.ily functioning is associated with

social work services

HOI - There is no difference in fam.ilies ’ positive

and negative feelings toward social work services.

Accept P> .05

HO
Z

- There is no difference between fam.ilies with

respect to positive and negative feelings concerning the

frequency of casework contacts.

Accept By Observation

Although 68% of the frequencies indicated that casework services are

helpful and 59% of the frequencies indicated preference for the pres

ent frequency of contacts , no significant differences between positive

and negative feelings toward social work services could be estab-

lished.

Other findings not directly related to the CWT Program.’ s ef-

fects on fam.ily functioning resulted in the for TIlulation of two general

hypotheses. These hypotheses deal with differences in perception

according to the sex of the respondents and also according to the

county of program participation.

H5 - There is a significant difference between the husbands ’

and wives ’ perceptions of the total program and its effects on family

life.

Ho - There is no difference between husbands ’ and
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wives' perceptions of the total CWT Program and its

effects on farnil y life.

Reject By Obser、ration

In order to test the validity of the null hypothesis relating to

H
5

we analyzed the response categories of everyone of the 20 ques

tions in the questionnaire. The following results were found:

A. No significant differences between husbands' and

wives ’ perceptions were found , by obser、ration， in

the following areas:

1. Expectations from the program.

2. Receiving what was expected from the program.

3. Identifying what helped the family mo s t during

participation in the CWT Prqgram.

4. The "good things , " i. e. , positives , of the

program.

5. The biggest problems caused by participation in

the program.

6. The dec rease in available income during partici

pation.

7. The desirable frequency of casework contacts.

B. No significant differences between husbands' and

wives ’ perceptions were found , after a test of signμ

ficance (Chi Square) in the following areas:
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1. The' ’three best things , " i. e. , positives , about

뼈
r

앵
rpT

때
e

버

2. The I ’three thing s that are not good, I ’ μ e. , nega~

tives , about the program.

3. Po si tive and negative feeling s toward the pro

gram; work preference.

C. Significant differences between husbands ’ and wives ’

perceptions were found , through the test of Chi

Square distribution, in the following areas:

1. Job satisfaction (P < .001): this was the most

important positive aspect of the program for men.

2. Material benefit (P < .05): this was the most im-

portant positive aspect of the program for women.

3. Job satisfaction (P < . 02): this was the most im

portant negative aspect of the program for men.

H6 • There is a significant difference between the families of

Clackamas and Marion Counties in respect to perceptions about the

total CWT Program.

Ho - There is no difference between the families of

Clackamas and Marion Counties in respect to perceptions

about the total CWT Program.

Reject By Obser、ration
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This null hypothesis was tested by contrasting the two popula ‘

tions of Marion and Clackamas Counties in terms of every response

category. Husbands I and wives ’ responses were combined for each

county for purposes of analysis. The following results were found:

A. Significant differences between the two counties ’

populations were established in the following areas:

(Chi Square te st used)

1. In expectations concerning the CWT Program

(P < . 001 ).

2. In getting what was expected from the program

(P < . 001 ).

3. Concerning the positive aspects of the program

(P < . 001).

4. Concerning the desired frequency of casework

contacts (P < . 01 ).

5. Concerning the frequency of horne γisits (P <.01) ‘

6. Concerning the frequency of office visits (by

observation).

7. The amount of casework time spent with husband

or wi f e (P < . 02).

8. Positive and negative attitudes concerning the

program (P < . 01).

9. Program preference: to work or not to work
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(byobservation).

B. No significant differences between the two counties ’

populations were found in the following , areas:

1. Concerning the negative aspects of the program.

2. Concerning the items on which more money was

spent during participation.

3. Concerning the items on which less money was

spent during participation.

4. Concerning helpfulness of caseworkers.

5. Concerning the view of caseworker ’s function.

6. Concerning manner of money management.

7. Concerning changes in income during participa

tion.

In addition to the statistical data we found an abundance of

other significant quantitative and qualitative data. This information

was not handled statistically in this report for two reasons. First,

it did not lend itself to appropriate stati stica1 manipulation in view

of the project ’ s exploratory nature. Second, it was only indirectly

related to the scope and goals of this study. We have , nevertheless ,

considered this information in our final conclusions , which follow.
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II. TABULAR GENERALIZATIONS

1. The CWT Program affected family life and its changes affected

the total family unit.

This conclusion is supported by the fact that 31. 63 0/0 of the total

frequencies of responses to those questions dealing with the effects of

the program on family life indicated some change. Table I shows the

changes reported in terms of the 14 selected indices of family

functioning.

TABLE I

EFFECTS OF CWT PROGRAM ON FAMILY LIFE

Number of
F requencie s

0/0 of Total
Frequencies

Total

%
H

상
-
십

F3

1L

1L

</

7
3
0
-o

3

9
7
i

nu

----。
。

A
앞
/0

-nU

/O

l
--0

1,4

No change
Improvement
Deterioration

While a significant proportion of parents improved, effect on

children was about balanced between improvement and deterioration,

with most experiencing no change. There was no statistically signi-

ficant as sociation between parents ’ and children ’s functioning ,

taking the group as a whole. These findings are illustrated in

Table II.
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TABLE II

FUNCTIONING OF CHILDREN AND PARENTS

Parents ’ functioning
Children' s functioning

ITIlproveTIlent

23 (76.67%)
9 (58.75%)

Dete rio ration

7 (23.33%)
7 (41. 25%)

2. The direction of change in faTIlily life was both positive and

negative , and in differing respects.

This conclusion is evident by observation of the frequencies

and their proportions as shown in Tables II and III. The inforTIlation

in these tables represents all 14 indices of faTIlily functioning

exaTIlined in thi s study.

3. The direction of change in terTIl S of either iTIlproveTIlent or

deterioration was approxiTIlately equal in both directions.

This can be seen by further analysis of Table 1. ExaTIlination

of the 3 1. 63% having shown change gives 47. 24% of frequencies in~

dicating i TIlproveTIlent and 52. 76% of the frequencie s indicating

deterioration.

4. Changes internal to faTIlily life were positive.

This conclusion is supported by the analysis of the rejected

null hypothesis H0
2

relating to HI' The significant difference
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between internal and external family functioning as related to im-

proγement or deterioration can be seen in the following table.

TABLE III

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHANGES IN INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL FAMILY FUNCTIONING

Improvement
N

Internal

External

ration
N

18 2 1. 43

lOl 69 ‘ 65

66

44

78. 57

30. 35

N

8ι훌 100 ‘ 00

145 100.00

5. ~~~n~ges external to ~~f:!lily_ !ife were_!1-~g<l:!~γei

This conclusion is again supported by the analysis of the re-

jected null hypothesis Ho
Z

relating to HI' This 호 elationship between

internal and external family functioning , as related to improvement

or deterioration , is also illustrated in Table III.

6. Positive change in family life was related to social work service.

The null hypothesis was rejected despite a P > . 05 < ‘ 1 a be-

cause the "sometime s helpful' ’ category which was excluded in the

te sting proces s may be interpreted more as "helpful' ’ than as I'not

helpfuL" Our conclusion is supported by a careful in딩pection of the

response categories and their proportions. The reasoning is

illustrated in the following table.
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HELPFULNESS OF CASEWORKER

Rarelyor SaIne - Very
Never SeldoIn tiIne s Often Often

County H W H W H W H W H W~:( Total

ClackaInas 5 3 l 6 7 8 7 a 4 44

Marion 4 5 11 8 8 6 10 14 5 5 76

Total 17 21 27 39 16 120

Percent 14. 16 17.50 22. 50 32. 50 13.34 100

~:(H and W indicate husband and wife.

Interpretation of thi s "sometiIne s helpful" category as "help-

ful" leads to the following conclusions:

(1) Caseworkers are not helpful in 31.66 0/0 of the cases.

(2) Caseworkers are helpful in 68.34% of the cases.

If the nUInber of frequencies in the "sometimes helpful"

category is distributed equally between the' ’not helpful' ’ and "help-

ful" then the results are:

(1) Caseworkers are not helpful in 42.91% of the cases ,

(2) Caseworkers are helpful in 57.09% of the cases.

Another significant finding in the area of the relationship be ~

tween family functioning and social work service is the conclusion

that the present frequency of casework services provided was seen

as desirable in approximately 60% of the cases. However the

58
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significance of Table V is that the number of visits was appropriate

in more than 40% of the case s indicating a need for improvement in

the basis of determining frequency of casework contacts.

TABLE V

PREFERENCE AS TO FREQUENCY OF CASEWORK CONTACT

Not at The Less More
All Same 。£ten Often

County H W H W H W H W>:< Total

Clackamas 3 0 15 17 1 l 3 3 43

Marion 4 4 20 18 5 6 9 9 75

Total 11 70 13 24 118

Percent 9.32 59.32 11.03 20. 33 100

>:<H and W indicate husband and wife.

In summary, we draw the following conclusions from the in ...

spection of the categories relating to three clearly distinguished

preferences.

(1) Participants whopreferred to see the caseworkerat the

당arne frequency as they did amount to 59.32%.

(2) Participants who preferred to see the caseworker more

often amounted to 20. 34%.

:1' (3) Participants who preferred to see the caseworker less

often amounted to 20. 34%.
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The relationship between social work service and improved

family functioning is implied through the examination of the following

considerations:

(1) Some 25.89% of the frequencies expressing positives about

the program identified I ’improved functioning" as a highly

significant benefit of participation.

(2) The caseworker I s function was defined by the participants

and when classified by the research group into categories

the following percentages are seen.

(a) The pr。따 sion of service s - (54. 96%).

(b) Counseling ... (22. 13%).

(c) No help - (17.55%).

We conclude that to be more effective , the planned frequency of

contacts by social workers should take into consideration the needs

of participants in the program at anyone period. Also , the!e may

be a need for better communication of the availability and possibili앙

ties for casework beyond providing information and services.

Beyond this it was not possible to conclude how much casework

in itself contributed to the improved functioning of families , since

the program must be viewed as a whole , in relation to need.

7. Positive change in family life is related to work.

This finding is supported by the rejected null hypotheses
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relating to H
3

. The analysis was ba sed on the following frequencies

relating to work preference.

(1) Prefers assistance with work - 103 , equaling 87.30%.

(2) Prefers assistance without work - 9 , equaling 7.62%.

(3) Qualified and/ or ambivalent - :'6, equaling 5. 08%, or a

total of 118 , equaling 100%.

In addition to the area of work preference our respondents in

dicated that work was the most important positive and negative con ‘

sideration for a pe rson participating in the CWT Program. When

asked to identify the positives related to the work program, matters

concerned job satisfaction, i. e. , earning their own living , working

conditions , outdoor work, fellowship with co-workers and super-

visors , value to the community of work done , ranked first in

importance. When asked to identify the negatives relating to the

program, matters concerning job satisfaction were again rated first

in importance. (See Tables VI and VII)

However , certain significant differences betwe:en the counties

and the sexes concerning positive and negative aspects of the pro ‘

gram should be noted. An examination of Table s VI and VII reveals

that Clackamas County respondents indicated job satisfaction was

clearly more important than material benefit or improved function""

ing. On the other hand Marion County respondents indicated

material benefit and improved functioning were almost as important
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as job satisfaction. In considering differences of responses between

sexe암 of the total population, it is evident that material benefit is

the most important positive aspect of the program for wives whereas

job satisfaction is the most important aspect for husbands.

Since participants viewed work on the program in positive

terms , as evidenced in the data provided concerning work prefer

ence, and since they identified po sitive benefits in terms of jo b

satisfactions , we conclude that the po sitive aspects of participation

on the CWT Program are associated with the positive changes in

family life already established. However , although participants

overwhelmingly preferred to work for their public assistance, when

we compare the Iψb satisfaction" categories in Tables VI and VII

it is evident that rno re of the respondents rated lljo b satisfaction"

negatively (52.45%) than positively (30. 21%).

8. Positive change in family life is related to attitudes toward the

program.

This conclusion is supported by the rejected null hypothesis

HOI relating to H
2

o The findings are based on the following table.

Table VIn clearly illustrate s that 48.48 %of the frequencie s

indicated positive responses to the program. The negative re-

sponses consisted of 20.46% of the total frequencies. Some 31. 06%

of the frequencies show no response. It should be emphasized that
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ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PROGRAM
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Categories
Positive Negative No Response

County H W H W H W* Tatal

Clackam.as 9 11 12 5 6 6 49

Marion 29 15 9 1 12 17 83

Total 64 27 41 132

Percent 48.48 20.46 31.06 100

>:<H and W indicates husband and wife.

these results were obtained through the use of an open-ended ques-

tion. Exam.ining the table furthe r we find that the direction of

preference is clearly positive. Of those who indicated attitudes in

either direction, i. e. , if we exclude the "no response" category,

70.40% responded in a positive manner and 29.60% felt negatively

about the program.

9. Positive changes in fam.ily life are unrelated to expectations

from. the program.

The following table illustrates what the participants had ex-

pected from. the CWT Program..
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TABLEIX

PARTICIPANTS' EXPECTATIONS OF THE PROGRAM

Material Training Job Residual None Response Total
H W H W H W H W H W H W:::~:::<

C. >:< 4 6 3 a 12 9 z a 3 0 0 44

M. >:< 17 14 14 16 6 3 a 4 3 3 0 0 82

Total 41 35 30 10 10 0 126

% 32.51 27.78 23.81 7.95 7.95 O. 00 100

>:<C. = Clackamas County; M. = Marion County
>:O:<H and W indicates husband and wife.

Table X shows the degree to which the CWT Program met the

expectations of the participants.

TABLE X

FULFILLMENT OF PARTICIPANTS' EXPECTATIONS

Yes No
County Husband Wife Husband Wife Total

Clackamas 15 17 7 5 44

Marion 18 14 20 24 76

Total 64 56 120

Percent 53 , 33 46.67 100
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Examination of Table IX indicates that participants expected

material benefits , vocational training , or just a temporary job in

that order. Table XII illustrates that material expectations were not

realized because some 51. 27% of the frequencie s indicated a de

crease in standard of living as a result of CWT participation.

Therefore , we conclude that expectations which did not materialize

would not account for the positive changes in family life which were

e stabli shed.

Further examination of Table IX indicates vocational training

or basic education as the second in importance in expectations.

Generally we conclude that this expectation was not realized. Our

reasoning is based on the following considerations:

(1) There was no significant difference between the "yes" and

!’no" categories indicated in Table X. The test of propor

tions , done on the difference between the percentages of

the two categories , revealed that P > . 50.

(2) The ’'yes" and I ’no" response categories refer to all three

major classes of expectations. Further analysis of the

data revealed that a large share of the frequencies under

the "yes" category in Table X (Realization of Expectations)

was provided by the population in Clackamas County.

Since expectations of this sample ranked "a job ’r -number

one in importance , it seems evident that the high
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percentage of "yes" answers to fulfillment of expectations

in Clackamas refers to job. In contrast, the Marion

County population expected material benefits and training

rather than "a job." Table X indicates that this expecta ...

tion was not realized because only 32 of the 76 responses

(42. 11 0/0) reported that their expectations were met. The

contrast between the two populations as related to expecta ‘

tions and realization of expectations is illustrated in Table

XI.

TABLE XI

REALIZATION OF EXPECTATIONS

County

Clackamas

Marion

Expectation

!’A Job' ’

"Material Gain
and Training"

Yes

72.72 0/0

4 1. 05 0/0

No

27. 28 0/0

58.95 0/0

The above data lead us to the conclusion that expectations

which did not materialize did not contribute to the positive changes

in family functioning already established.
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10. Positive changes in family functioning are unrelated to changes

in the financial situation of the family.

This conclusion is supported by the analysis of the rejected

null hypothesis H0
2

as related to H
2

and Tables No. XII and XIII.z

TABLE XII

CHANGES IN LEVEL OF LIVING DURING PARTICIPATION

Increase Decrease Same
Husband Wife Husband Wife Husband Wife Total

Clackamas 6 4 11 11 5 7 44

Marion 9 9 20 20 9 9 76

Total 28 62 30 120

Percent 23.95 51.27 24.78 100

We conclude that the income available to families decreases

in 51.27% of the cases during participation on CWT.
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TABLE XIII

SPENDING PATTERN BEFORE AND AFTER PARTICIPATION

Job- Family No
Related Related Other Difference

No. % No. % No. % No.. %

Participants 69 49. 64 5 3 ..60 9 6.48 56 40. 28
spend more
moneyon
these items

Participants 10 8. 00 55 44. 58 14 1 1. 21 45 36. 21
spend less
moneyon
these items

We conclude from the information in Table XIII that families

spent disproportionately more money on job .. related items during

participation on the program than they did before. Since less money

is available for family-related items during participation on the

program a decrease in level of living results. This negative change

does not reasonably account for the positive internal changes already

e :s tablished.

11. There are significant differences between Clackamas and

Marion Counties in participants ’ perceptions of the CWT Prograln.

The differences in this respect are supported by the rejection

of the null hypothesis relating to H
6

and the analysis of Table XIV.
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TABLE XIV

MODAL RESPONSE CATEGORIES INDICATING DIFFERENCES IN
REACTION TO PROGRAM, :1삽 Y COUNTIES

Indices Clackamas Marion

Pro등 ram

and VTork: Expectations A job Material gain and
training

Realizations Attained Not attained

Positives Job satisfaction Mate rial and im-
proved functioning

\tVork Work not preferred ·Work preferred

Attitude Negative Positive

Social
Service: Frequency Same More

of visit

Number of Once a month Less than once a
horne visits month

Number of Once a month Less than once a
office visits month

Time spent with Husband "'Nife

It should be noted here that, as a total population, participants

in both counties expressed positive feelings toward the program and,

in 0γerwhelmingnumbers , preferred to work while receiving as-

sistance. The differences between the two counties indicated in

Table XIV refer to the diffe rences in proportion. For example , we

obtained a frequency of 68 preferring work , and 2 preferring not to

work in Marion County. The ratio of frequencies was 35 preferring
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to work and 7 preferring not to work in Clackamas County.

No differences between the two counties' populations could be

established in the following areas:

(1) In the identification of the CWT Program' s negative as

peets. Both populations clearly identified the lack of job

satisfaction and the inadequate financial situation of the

family as major problem areas relating to the program.

(2) The manner of money management within the family before

and after participation on the CWT Program. The limita

tions of our questionnaire precluded adequate exploration

of the possibility of role reversal du:dng periods of unem

ployment.

(3) The amount of income available to the family during

participation.

(4) Spending patterns befo re and during participation.

(5) Feelings about social work services in general.

(6) The participant' s perception of the social worker ’s role

and function.

Generally, we conclude that the differences between the

counties in expectations , realizations , program and work prefer-

ence , are significant in terms of responses of the participants. We

speculate that these differences relate to the differences in adrnini ,..

strative procedures , policies , orientation of the cli:ent to the
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program and therange of work opportunities provided.

12 , There are significant differences between the husbands ’ and

wives ’ perceptions about various aspects of the program.

This conclusion is supported by the rej ection of the null

hypothesis relating to H~ ， This was interpreted to mean that jobS'

satisfaction was the most important aspect of the CWT Program for

men whether positive or negative. Material benefit, on the other

hand, was the most important positive aspect for women. We specu잉

late that thi s diffe rence may be related to role expectations of the

two sexes as well as to the difference in orientation to the program.

No other significant differences were found.

III. IMPLICATIONS

The finding s previously discus sed appear to have some signi ‘

ficant implications for those interested in program planning and

administration , These implications can be viewed as related to the

family , the program, and the relationship of the influence of one

upon the othe r .

In examining family life we found that there is change which

affects the family unit as a whole. We associate the positive

reported by the families with the positive attitudes toward some

aspects of the CWT Program. The aspects of the program identified
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as positive by the families are social work service , the opportunity

to work , and the basic goals and purposes of the CWT Program with

which they agree. This seems to imply that the provision of social

work services on the whole is useful, should be provided at the pres ~

ent level of services , and that the caseworker ’ s role is perceived as

a contributing factor in improved functioning. The program itself

see lTI s to meet a need by providing work instead of only public as

sistance. The findings in Clackamas County as well as a significant

proportion of responses in Marion County tend to suggest that a work

program on a year-round basis might be useful in lTIeeting the needs

of either the seasonally une lTIployed or those who lTI society sees as

unemployable because of present-day technological develop lTIent.

Not only is work usually considered a significant aspect of the

worker's identity, but the breadwinner ’s productive endeaγor also

has i lTIportant implications for every member of the fa lTIily unit.

This is perhaps why such an overwhelming proportion of our respon~

ents preferred to work despite their perceptions of numerous nega

tive aspects in the CWT Program.

In exalTIining the CWT ProgralTI’ s negative aspects as reported

by our respondents , we found that job satisfaction, expectations , an것

the families' financial situation appear to be major problem ,area용 •

In view of our findings related to the importance placed on job satis

faction , it would seelTI worthwhile if the variety of jobs could be
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enlarged and a way found to give individual recognition for work per

formed. It seem. s unfortunate that public assistance standards as ‘

sociated with thi s program. are so low and cO ITlpensation is not geared

to individual perform.ance but the work required appears to be an

essential in job satisfaction.

The extrem.ely low compensation also would tend to result in

the fam.ilie s ’ social isolation which in turn might well defeat a basic

purpose of the program. The participants ’ orientation to the pro

gram appears to be related to how they view effectiveness of the

program. Participants in Marion County expected vocational train

ing and material benefits , and did not think that their expectations

were met. Unrealized expectations might conceivably produce dis

satisfactions which would have an adverse effect on family life.

This study did not reveal what a.spects of family life are af

fected by participation on the CWT Program as we treated the 14

indices of family functioning as if each were of equal importance and

weight. We do not know how participants defined the term I ’helpful ll

in responding to our questionnaire. Furthermore, our-data do not re

veal the areas in which children' s functioning is affected through

the father s I participation on the CWT Program.

A more appropriate research instrument will be required to

explore the methodology, quality and quantity of social work services

that are useful for participants in a CWT Program.
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IV. LIMITATIONS

We have encountered a number of problems during the research

process. These problems were related to the research design, the

population, and the variables presented by th~ two administrative

structures of Clackamas and Marion Counties. The problems and

variables thus recognized have been carefully examined in order to

determine the extent of their influence on our findings. In exam.ining

the research design it should be noted that the questionnaire was ad

ministered to a population that participated on the CWT Program.

some six months to three year s prior to the interγiews. Some of

those who participated on the program for a short period of time be~

tween 1965 and 1967 , and who had not been public assistance recipi

ents for some time , did indicate some difficulty in recall. Also , the

questionnaire was administered to a population that in many ways is

repre sentative of the culture of poγerty， i. e. , unable to verbalize

feelings well because of educational limitations. In the sample popu

lation the educational level ranged from zero to ninth grade for

66.66%, and grades ten to twelve for 33.34%. None had education

beyond high schoo l.

Another problem area was that some of the respondents

either a total association or a total disassociation of public assist

ance and the CWT Program. We interviewed some people who
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worked on the program who considered it part of welfare and be

lieved that there were no other assistance programs available to help

them. On the other hand, we also interviewed people who believed

that the program was only administratively related to the public weI ‘

fare agency, that it was actually not connected with assistance and

that they were therefore working for a wage. Apparently some of

the se participants return year after year to their winter job on the

CWT Program. As an example , the cases in Clackamas County had

been reopened an average of 5. 5 times , and the cases in Marion

County had been reopened an average of 2.8 times.

In examining the population further , we find significant demo

graphic differences between Clackamas and Marion Counties. The

population of Marion County included 93 Spanish-American families

who repre sented 15. 58 0/0 of the county ’s research population. There

seemed to be no cultural minorities represented in the Clackamas

County research population. We dealt with this problem by con

trasting the perceptions of the two county populations and determining

the difference s by te sts of significance. One should, however , be

cautious in applying these conclusions on a wider basis because of

the special population component in Marion County, as well as be

cause of the variables presented by the differing administrative

structures of the two counties studied.

In examining the counties ’ admini strative structure s through
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the re sponse s of the participants as well as through official info rma “

tion from the agency itself, we found that there are two caseworker딩

assigned to all families in Clackamas County. One works with the

husbands in relation to the work program, while the other works

with the wife and children exclusively. In Marion County, on the

other hand, caseworkers are assigned to work with the total family.

This variable has been explored in terms of attitudes toward social

work service and the attributes of each population contrasted.

v. SUMMARY

This study approached the examination of the CWT Program' s

effects on family life in terms of participants 1 attitudes toward the

program, the meaning of work within this program, and the provi

sion of social work services. These variables have been examined

in terms of the time element, i. e. , before and after participation,

as well as from the viewpoint of treating the family as a system with

both internal and external functions. The study revealed positive

feelings toward the program itself as well as toward the components

of work and social work service. This study also revealed some

negative aspects of the program in the areas of the families ’ finan

cial status , and working conditions on the jobs provided by the 경￦또‘

Prograrn. The study did not deal with one of the common assump-

tions about the program, that it prevents the stigma of unemployment ‘
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Important negative aspects mentioned by the participants in the

program are the following. Job performance was poorly compen ‘

sated, perhaps largely because of the limitation of resources avail~

able to the program; there was no choice for the participant in regard

to working or not working and there was little or no choice of work

assignment. The participant thus often felt he was not benefited be~

cause his capacities were not fitted to the job. It seems inevitable

that this would adversely affect possible carry-over of experience to

paid employment in another setting.

The findings of this study reinforced our initial impressions

concerning the value of work in relation to the maintenance of man' s

identity. Therefore , we believe that the provision of the opportunity

to work benefits the individual, his family as well as society. It

follows that this opportunity should be provided for those temporarily

unemployed. Our findings suggest that a work program administered

by public agencies should consider the following guideline s:

1. Working conditions should approximate those in private in

dustry as closely as possible.

a. Participants should be allowed to work a full 40 hours

weekly.

b.. Job tasks should be challenging , offer some var‘ iety,

and be suited to indiγidual capacities.

c. Personnel policies should be flexible in the areas of
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attendance , illness , and other personal problems such

as transportation.

2. Incentives in the form of better compensation and indivi

dualized recognition are of great significance in a work

program of this type.

3. Social work services may be utilized more effectively in

terms of the following considerations:

a. Casework services should be available to all those who

request it.

b. The caseworkers ’ function beyond the pro'、rision of ser

vice s and information be clearly defined to all

participants ’

However , despite the changes that need to be made it is our

impression that participation in the Community Work and Training

Program was beneficial and that the most significant effect was the

contribution it made to the maintenance of family life.
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THE STUDY

FACE SHEET OF QUESTIONNAIRE

Inte rviewer:

Date of interview:

Case Number:

County:

Residence:

Pe rsons interviewed:

Age:

Number of children:

Rural:

Husband:

Husband:

Urban: Suburban:

Wife:

Wife:

Education:

Place of birth:

Nationality:

Migrant / Non -migrant:

Year worked:

Husband:

Husband:

Spanish American:

Began program:

Wife:

Wife:

Other:

Ended program.:

First time on public assistance:

Number of times reopened:

Presently on work program:

Level of family functioning (SPW 505):

Distance to work:
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Body of Questionnaire

1. What did you expect to get from. the work program.!?

z. Are you getting what you expected from the woI-k programf?

3. Will you tell m.e three good things about the work program.?

4. What has helped your fam.ily the m.o st?

5. What else is good about the work program. ?

6. Will you tell m.e three things that are not good about the work

program. ?

7. What has caused the biggest problem. for your fam.ily?

8. What else is not good?

9. Would you rate the following as to how they ’ve been affected since

you started the work program.? Please choose from. the follow ‘

ing: (1) m.uch worse; (2) little worse; (3) the sam.e; (4) little

better; (5) m.uch better.

a. Your children' s grades in school ‘

b. Your children' s behavior

c. Getting along with e ac h othe r

d. Getting along with neighbors

e. Feelings about the fam.ily

f. Feelings about work

g. Work habits ,

h. Housing.,
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1. Earningso

Food you eat

k. Thing s you own ‘

1. Places you can go

m. Health

n. Going to church.

10. Who decided how the money in your family was to be spent be ‘’

fore you started the work program?

11. Who decides how the money is to be spent now?

12. What are the things you spent more money for while on the work

program as compared with being off the work program?

13. What are the things you spent less money for while on the work

program as compared with being off the work program?

14. Has the amount of money while on the work program increased;

is it less; the same?

15. How often has your caseworker been helpful to you?

a. Rarely or never

b. Seldom

d. Often

e. Very often

.c. Sometime s

16. Would you like to see your caseworker:

a. Not at all

b. About the same ,

c. Less often

d. More often
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17a. While on the work program, how often have you seen your

caseworker at home?

1. Less than once a monthι

2 , Once a month.

3. More than once a month

17b. While on the work program, how often have you seen your

caseworker at the welfare office?

1. Less than once a month 、

2. Once a month.

3. More than onCe a month

17c , What kind of help does the caseworker offer? (If just talk,

what do you talk about?)

17d. Does your caseworker spend more time with your husband/wife;

your children? Who gets the next largest amount of time?

The least?

18. If you had your choice of the work program or receiving public

assistance without work, which would you choose? Why?

19. What other good or bad things are there we might have forgotten

to mention?

20. When we publish this report, what else is there you would like

people to know?
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